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AC,F. MO:"lAI VeNA FAKUN
(iROLP NO % NO % 1'\0 <~)
18- 30 12 67 6 40 1 11
31 -40 1 (I 4 27 4 44
41 - 50 :3 17 3 20 3 33
51 - above 2 J I 2 13 I I 100-
Table I: Age distribution of respondents
RESULTS AND DISClISSIO:-';
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The fishing villages selected for the work were Monai. Yuna. and Fakun. Data was obtained through
the lise of structured questionnaires. Twenty questionnaires were administered in each of the villages.
90% uf the administered que tionnaires were retrieved in Monai; while 75% in Yuna and 45% were
also retrieved in Fakun. All retrieved questionnaires were obtained through interview guides, who
interpreted the questions and expressed the opinion of the fisher-folks. Descripitive statistics were
used in analyzing the data obtained.
INTRODUCTION
Kainji and Jebba Lakes are bounded by Niger, Kebbi and Kwara States North Central Nigeria. Kainji
Lake lies between latitude 90(120· and 100°35' N and between longitude 40°20' and 4Uo4()' E
(Bulogun and Theun, 1995). The lake has a length of 137km; its widest pall is 24km, mean depth at
high point of 11.9m, total surface area of 1,270m2(Bidwell, 1976). Jebba Lake has arnaximum length
of 10()km; with widest part of 12km, and total surface of 120km2 (Bidwell, 1976). Fish is
nutritionally, one of the extremely important direct sources of protein and micronutrients for millions
of peoples in Africa (Bene and Heck, 2005). Women participate extensively and actively in all
phases of work performed in the aquaculture sector throughout West Africa. They are more engaged
in processing, preservation and marketing especially in small-scale fisheries (FAO, 2(00). Eyo et al.
(19R6) has described the existing system of fish distribution and marketing in Kainji Lake. Fish
distribution is from the anglers to middle men/women who either smoke-dry the fish or sell directly in
fresh form to buyers. These traders then retail the fish to consumers. He further highlighted that
artisanal fisher-folks have been observed to form very close ties with the intermediaries
(fishmongers). The fishmongers assist the fisher-folks with fishing inputs whenever possible and in
return, sell their catches to them at an agreed price. Any attempt by outside fishmongers to break the
bond of attachment of the fisher folks is often met with very stiff resistance. Okomoda (2002) showed
that 90% of the fisher-folks own their fishing activities to the credit support of some of the
fishmongers. The results is that the fishermongers (creditors) enjoy some privileges and influence
from the fisher-folks (debtors). which include regular and ready supply of catches. dictation of fish
catches prices: determination of type of fishing gear and their cost price which has a direct
consequence on the living standard of the fisher-folks and their family. The fishmongers and the
fisher-folks have symbiotic relationship; that is an inter-relationship with both benefits (rom each
others. But nevertheless, the fishmonger still gain at expense of the fisher-folks due to their low level
of literacy and poverty. In view of the above. this paper identities the prevailing factors influencing
the relationship between fish mongers and fisher folks in the study areas.
AHSTRACT
This study assessed the relationship between fishmongers and fisherfolks in Monai, Yuna and Fakun
fishing villages of Kainji and Jebba Lakes. 20 structured que tionnaircs were administered in each of
the three villages to randomly selected fishcrfolks. The study shows that low literacy and poverty
level among most of the fisher-folks made them dependant on fishmonger by hiring their fishing nets
at exorbitant price, this has not allowed them to determine the prices of their catches on their own,
hence fishmongers have an influence on the livelihood of the fisher folks and their family.
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North Central Nigeria
In Tables 2 ami 3. it was indicated that very low percentages of the fisher-folks who have access to
loans have their owned fishing inputs. And even those that have access to such loans did not use it in
buying their fishing inputs; instead they used such loans for marriage more wives. Eyo et al . (1986)
further highlighted that the fisher folks have form very close ties with the fishmongers that used to
assist or buy the fishing inputs 10 the fisher-folks and in return sell their catches to them at an agreed
price. Any attempt by outside fishmongers to break the bond of attachment of the fisher-folks and
their fishmongers is often met with very stiff resistance. Also dependence on fishmongers for fishing
inputs further impoverishes the fisher-folks.
In all the fishing villages of study area, they all lack good roads, poor educational
infrastructures, no electricity in Yuna and Fakun all these lead to increase in cost of fish.
Government at all levels needs to assist the fisher-folks by supply fishing inputs 10 fisher-folks at
subsidized prices, encouraging them to form cooperative societies so as to make it easier for them to
obtain loans from Banks, Proper monitoring of the loans execution is very important, so that such
loans would not be used for marry more wives. Governmenl needs to provide them with social
amenities and health center. From the findings obtained after this study it can be concluded that: High
cost of fishing inputs and the bond between the fisher-folks and fishmongers will not let fisher-fol ks
to determine the price of their catches and high interest rate on loans, contributed 10 the poor of living
standard of the fisher-folks.
FISHING INPUTS MONAl YlJNA FAKUN
NO % NO % NO ok'- 6 33 4 22Owners 27 2
Hiring 12 67 II 73 7 78
Total 18 100 I.) 100 9 100
Table 3: Ownership of fishing inputs
MONAl YU[,;A FAKUN
NO % NO % NO %
Benefic iaries 4 22 2 t:1 3 33
Non-beneficiaries 14 78 I~ lP 6 67
Total 18 100 15 100 9 100
Table 2: Beneficiaries and non-beneficiaries of credit in each fishing villages..
Total 18 100 [ 15 100 9
'~.
.,.
